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First-Order Closure and the MonadicSecond-Order Alternation HierarchyOliver Matze-mail: oma@informatik.uni-kiel.deTechnical Report No. 9807Institut f�ur Informatik und Praktische MathematikChristian-Albrechts-Universit�at Kiel24098 Kiel, GermanyAbstract. The �rst-order closure of a class F of formulasis the smallest superclass of F that is closed under �rst-order quanti�cation. We consider (properties de�nable in)the �rst-order closure of di�erent levels of the monadicsecond-order quanti�er alternation hierarchy over grids orgraphs.We show that in this hierarchy, the �rst-order closure of theboolean closure of �k is less expressive than the �rst-orderclosure of the boolean closure of �k+1, more expressive thanthe boolean closure of �k, but not more expressive than�k+2.To show this, we consider sets of rectangular grids where thewidth is a function of the height. If such a set is de�nable inthe �rst-order closure of the boolean closure of �k, then thecorresponding function is at most (k + 1)-fold exponential(this generalizes a result of [AFS97] from k = 1 to arbitraryk). Moreover, we prove that this bound is asymptoticallyoptimal (this solves, for the case k = 1, an open question of[AFS97]).1 IntroductionThe subject of this paper is monadic second-order logic over �nitegraphs. The monadic second-order quanti�er alternation hierarchy



2 1 INTRODUCTIONover graphs classi�es formulas (and hence graph properties) wrt. thealternation depth of set quanti�ers.�k (respectively�k) contains all formulas in prenex normal formthat have a pre�x of k alternating blocks of set quanti�ers startingwith an existential (respectively universal) block, followed by a �rst-order kernel. For every class F of formulas, F denotes the set of allproperties de�nable by an F -sentence. Let �k = �k \�k.With a certain amount of arbitrariness we choose �k to be re-ferred to as \level k of the monadic hierarchy". The choice of �k,�k, or the boolean closure of �k would have been as canonical.The �rst-order closure of a class F of formulas contains all for-mulas that result from a F -formula by pre�xing it with �rst-orderquanti�cations. In other words, the �rst-order (respectively �rst-order/boolean) closure of F is the smallest superclass of F that isclosed under �rst-order quanti�cations. The �rst-order closure of theboolean closure of F is called \�rst-order/boolean" closure of F .In [MST98] it is shown that the monadic second-order quanti�eralternation hierarchy over graphs is strict in the sense that everylevel is more expressive than the boolean closure of the previouslevel, more precisely: the boolean closure of �k is strictly includedin �k+1.In this paper we show �rstly that, for every k, there is a �k+2-property not expressible by a sentence in the �rst-order/boolean clo-sure of �k, secondly that for each k there is a property which is ex-pressible both in the �rst-order closure of �k and in the �rst-orderclosure of �k, but not in the boolean closure of �k, and thirdly thatthe �rst-order closures both of �k+1 and �k+1 are more expressivethan the �rst-order/boolean closure of �k. The latter result may in-formally be rephrased as: The monadic hierarchy remains strict wheneach level is closed under �rst-order quanti�cations. The proofs re-�ne automata theoretic techniques of [MT97] and techniques from[Sch97].In contrast to these results, which show that in some sense the�rst-order closure is weak compared to monadic quanti�er alterna-tion, it is shown in [MST98] that there are properties de�nable inthe �rst-order closures both of �1 and of �1 and yet arbitrarily



1.1 Historical Remarks 3high in the monadic hierarchy. This indicates that the alternation of�rst-order quanti�cations does mean an essential (wrt. the monadicquanti�er alternation hierarchy) increase of expressive power in casethe �rst-order quanti�er block preceeds some second-order quanti�-cations.As in [MT97,Sch97,MST98] our proofs use a class of structuresdi�erent from graphs, namely the class of (rectangular) grids, i.e. �-nite structures with two distinct binary relations that can be consid-ered the vertical and horizontal successor relations when the universeof the structure is displayed as a matrix. As in the above papers, weassociate to every function f from natural numbers to natural num-bers the set Lf of all grids that are of size m�f(m) for some m.In [MT97] it has been shown that if Lf is de�nable in the booleanclosure of �k, then f is at most k-fold exponential. In this paper weshow that if Lf is de�nable in the �rst-order/boolean closure of �k,then f is at most (k + 1)-fold exponential.On the other hand, it has been shown in [Sch97,MST98] thatfor every k, there is a k-fold exponential function f such that thegrid property Lf is in �k. In this paper we will use Schweikardt'stechniques to show that there is a (k+1)-fold exponential function fsuch that the grid property Lf is expressible in the �rst-order closureboth of �k and of �k. This solves an open question of [AFS97].The separation results can be transferred from the class of gridsto the class of (directed or undirected) �nite graphs by the encodingtechnique of [MT97,MST98].1.1 Historical RemarksIn [Fag75] it was shown that the �rst level �1 of the monadic hi-erarchy over graphs is not closed under complement. The questionwhether the monadic hierarchy is strict was raised in [Fag95].After that question had been answered a�rmatively in [MT97],the authors of [AFS97,AFS98] noted the drawback that the levelsof the monadic hierarchy are not closed under �rst-order quanti�ca-tions, whereas the levels of the polynomial hierarchy (or, by [Imm88]equivalently, of the full second-order quanti�er alternation hierarchy)are. They raised the question whether also the \closed" hierarchy is



4 2 DEFINITIONS AND RESULTSstrict. A formula on the k-th level of this closed hierarchy is obtainedfrom a formula of the k-th level of the ordinary monadic hierarchyby interspersing the second-order quanti�ers with (universal or ex-istential) �rst-order quanti�ers. It is observed in [AFS97] that theproperties of [MT97] witnessing the in�niteness of the monadic hi-erarchy are also de�nable in the �rst level of the closed hierarchy,thus this level is not captured within any �xed level of the monadichierarchy.The same paper [AFS97] introduces the �rst-order/boolean clo-sure of the levels of the monadic hierarchy. The authors show (us-ing Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e-like games) that the �rst level of the closedhierarchy contains a graph property not in the �rst-order/booleanclosure of �1. Besides, they show that if f is a function on thenatural numbers and Lf (as de�ned above) is de�nable in the �rst-order/boolean closure of �1 over grids, then f is at most doublyexponential, leaving open whether it can be more than singly expo-nential.Acknowledgments. I thank Nicole Schweikardt and ThomasWilkefor pointing out some serious problems in a prior version of this pa-per, and Wolfgang Thomas for helpful advice concerning the presen-tation. I thank Thomasz Schoen for his ad-hoc tutorial in numbertheory and his proof for the �rst claim of Proposition 41.2 De�nitions and ResultsLet N = f1; 2; 3; : : :g be the set of positive integers. For positiveintegers i; j with i � j we de�ne [i; j] = fi; i+ 1; : : : ; jg and [j] =[1; j].2.1 ExpansionsLet � be a relational signature,A be some � -structure, and x1; : : : ; xrconstant symbols. Let u1; : : : ; ur 2 domA be elements in the domainof A. Then (A; u1; : : : ; ur) denotes the (� [ fx1; : : : ; xrg)-expansionof A with u1; : : : ; ur.



2.2 Graphs and Grids 52.2 Graphs and GridsThe signature of graphs �Graph = fEg contains a binary relationsymbol E. A (�nite, directed) graph is a �nite �Graph-structure, i.e.a pair (domG;EG) with EG � domG � domG. If EG is irreexiveand symmetric, we call G undirected.The signature �Grid = fS1; S2g containing the binary \successor"relation symbols S1 and S2 is the signature for grids. The universeof a grid is of the form [m] � [n]. The grid of height m and width nis the �Grid-structure[m]� [n] := ([m] � [n]; Sm;n1 ; Sm;n2 );where Sm;n1 and Sm;n2 are the \vertical" and the \horizontal" suc-cessor relations on [m] � [n], containing all pairs ((i; j); (i+ 1; j)),(respectively all pairs ((i; j); (i; j + 1))) from [m]� [n].The expressions row, column, top, bottom etc. are interpreted asin the terminology of matrices; e.g. the leftmost column containsexactly the positions (i; 1) for 1 � i � m, and the top row consistsof all positions (1; j) for 1 � j � n.Let t; r � 0. By �t;r-Grid we denote the signature �Grid [ fX1;: : : ;Xtg[fx1; : : : ; xrg, whereX1; : : : ;Xt are unary relation symbolsand x1; : : : ; xr are constant symbols. An �t;r-Grid-expansion of a gridis called a (t,r)-grid for short.2.3 FormulasLet � be a relational signature. We use x; y; z; : : : as �rst-order vari-ables (i.e., ranging over elements of the universe) and C;D;X; Y; : : :as monadic second-order variables (i.e., ranging over subsets of theuniverse). Monadic second-order formulas over � are built up asusual from atomic formulas x = y, X(y), and r(x1; : : : ; xl) (for anl-ary relation symbol r of � ) by means of propositional connectivesand �rst- and second-order quanti�cations. First-order formulas over� are monadic second-order formulas in which no second-order quan-ti�er occurs.If a formula ' has free variables among X1; : : : ;Xt; x1; : : : ; xr,we sometimes write '(X1; : : : ;Xt; x1; : : : ; xr).



6 2 DEFINITIONS AND RESULTSIf C is a class of � -structures and ' is a sentence, i.e., has nofree variables, then we write ModC(') for the set fM 2 C j M j='g of models of '. In the context of grids, a formula ' with freevariables among X1; : : : ;Xt; x1; : : : ; xr is considered a sentence overthe signature �t;r-Grid. For such a formula we writeModt;r(') for theset of (t; r)-grids that are models of '.A class F of formulas is closed under �rst-order quanti�cations(respectively boolean combinations, respectively existential monadicsecond-order quanti�cations) i� whenever '; are in F , then so are9x' and 8x' (respectively ' _  and :', respectively 9X').Example 1. Consider the signature �Grid of grids. The atomic for-mula S1xy asserts for two positions x, y in a grid that y is the verti-cal successor of x. The �rst-order formula topleft(x) = :9y(S1yx) ^:9y(S2yx) asserts for a posistion x in a grid that x = (1; 1). The�rst-order formula  (x) = :9y(S1xy)$ :9y(S2xy) asserts for a po-sition x of a grid that it is at the right border i� it is at the bottomborder. The monadic second-order sentence' = 9X �8x8y 8z�S2xy ^ S1yz ! (Xx$ Xz)�^ �8x(Xx!  (x))� ^ 9x�Xx^ topleft(x)��is valid in a grid i� it is a square, i.e., Mod0;0(') = f[m]� [m] jm � 1g.De�nition 2 (The (Closed) Monadic Hierarchy). Let � be a�xed signature.Let �0 and closed(�0) be the set of all �rst-order formulas.For every k � 0, we denote by �k+1 the smallest set of formulasthat contains all negations of formulas in �k and is closed underexistential monadic second-order quanti�cation. Let �k denote theset of all negations of formulas in �k.For every k � 0, we denote by closed(�k+1) the smallest setof formulas that contains all negations of formulas in closed(�k)and is closed under �rst-order quanti�cation and existential monadicsecond-order quanti�cation.



2.3 Formulas 7De�nition 3. Let C be a set of � -structures. Two formulas ',  are equivalent over C i� ' $  is true in all structures of C underall assignments. For a set F of formulas we write FC for the setof all formulas that are equivalent (over C) to a formula in F , andF(C) := fModC(') j ' is a sentence in Fg.Let �kC = �kC \�kC for every k and �k(C) = �kC(C).In any of the above notations, we omit C when this causes no confu-sion. If nothing else is stated, C is the class of grids. Consequently, wedo not distinguish between a class of formulas and its closure underlogical equivalence over grids|every formula that is equivalent overgrids to a, say, �k-formula will be called \�k -formula" itself.B(F) (respectively FO(F), respectively FOB(F)) denotes, forevery class F of formulas, the smallest superset of F that is closedunder boolean combinations (respectively under �rst-order quanti�-cations, respectively under both of these operations). These classesare called the boolean (respectively �rst-order, respectively �rst-order/boolean) closure of F .Example 4. Let Grid be the class of grids. The sentence ' of Ex-ample 1 is in �1, and it is also in �1Grid (and hence in �1Grid)because it is equivalent over grids to'0 = 8X �8x8y 8z�S2xy ^ S1yz ! (Xx$ Xz)�^ �8x(Xx!  (x))�! 9x�Xx ^ topleft(x)��:Remark 5. Let C be a class of structures. Then �kC � �kC �B(�k)C and these classes are equal i� �kC is closed under negation.Furthermore, FOB(F)C = FO(B(F))C and FO(�k)C � FO(�k)C \FO(�k)C for every class F of formulas.Remark 6. The de�nition of the class FO(�k)(C) of C-structures re-quired some extra work because we had to introduce the notion ofequivalence over C in order to de�ne the class �kC of formulas af-terwards, which is in turn needed to de�ne the class FO(�k)C offormulas. This was necessary because I want to formulate the sep-aration results for the class of grids in the strongest possible way



8 2 DEFINITIONS AND RESULTSand thus consider this class FO(�k)C, which might be less expres-sive than FO(�k)C \FO(�k)C. All the separation results mentionedin the introduction could have been formulated without the notionof \equivalence over C".2.4 ResultsOur main result is the following:Theorem 7. If C is the class of grids, graphs, or undirected graphs,and k � 1, then1. �k+2(C) 6� FOB(�k)(C),2. closed(�1)(C) 6� FOB(�k)(C),3. FO(�k)(C) \ FO(�k)(C) 6� B(�k)(C),4. FOB(�k)(C) $ FO(�k+1)(C) \ FO(�k+1)(C).If C is the class of grids, then5. FO(�k)(C) 6� B(�k)(C),6. FOB(�k)(C) $ FO(�k+1)(C).This reproves and strengthens [AFS97, Theorem 1.2], which saysthat there is an undirected graph property de�nable in closed(�1)but not in FOB(�1), and [AFS97, Theorem 1.1], which says thatthere is a graph property de�nable in FO(�1) but not in B(�1).On the other hand, the following is shown in [MST98].Theorem 8. If C is the class of graphs or undirected graphs andk � 1, FO(�1)(C) 6� �k(C):Intuitively, this means that the �rst-order closure is so powerful thatit lifts even the lowest level arbitrarily high in the monadic hierarchyover graphs. (I conjecture that this in not the case for grids.)For the proof of Theorem 7 we will, as in [MT97,Sch97], considerthe growth rate of functions de�nable in certain formula classes,where de�nability of functions is de�ned as follows.



2.4 Results 9De�nition 9. For a relation r � N2 we denote by Lr the set ofgrids [m]� [n] with (m;n) 2 r. We say that a sentence ' over �Gridde�nes the relation r � N2 i� Mod0;0(') = Lr. A relation r is F-de�nable (for a class of formulas F over �Grid), if there is a sentencein F that de�nes the set Lr of grids.If a relation f is a function, we use the usual notations, for ex-ample f(m) for the element n with (m;n) 2 f .Example 10. Example 4 shows that the function m 7! m is �1-de�nable.De�nition 11 (k-fold Exponential Functions and FormulaClasses). Let k � 1. A function f : N ! N is called at most k-foldexponential (respectively at least k-fold exponential, or k-fold expo-nential) if f(m) is sk(O(m)) (respectively sk(
(m)), or sk(�(m))),where s0(m) = m and sk+1(m) = 2sk(m) for every m � 1, k � 0.Let F be a class of formulas over �Grid. We say that{ F is at most k-fold exponential i� every F-de�nable function isat most k-fold exponential;{ F is at least k-fold exponential i� some F-de�nable function isat least k-fold exponential;{ F is k-fold exponential i� F is both at least and and most k-foldexponential.Example 12. Example 4 shows that �1 is at least 0-fold exponential.In [Gia94], the author shows that �1 is 1-fold exponential. Thismeans that every�1-de�nable function is at most singly exponential,and there is one singly exponential �1-de�nable function (namelym 7! 2m).Note that, of course, there are other �1-de�nable functions whichare not at least singly exponential. For example, every constant func-tion is �0-de�nable and hence �1-de�nable.All of the separation results of Theorem 7 are applications of thefollowing simple lemma.Lemma 13 (Growth Argument). Let F , F 0 be classes of formu-las. If F is at least (k + 1)-fold exponential and F 0 is at most k-foldexponential, then F 6� F 0.



10 2 DEFINITIONS AND RESULTSThe following is shown in [MST98].Theorem 14. For every k � 1, the classes �k , �k , �k , and B(�k)are k-fold exponential.closed(�1) is at least k-fold exponential for every k.The �rst claim says that �k is at least k-fold exponential (see[Sch97]) and that B(�k) is at most k-fold exponential (see [MT97]).It implies (see [MT97,MST98]):Corollary 15. If C is the class of grids or the class of graphs, thenB(�k)(C) $ �k+1(C) for every k � 1.The essential contribution of this paper is:Theorem 16. FO(�k), FO(�k), FO(�k), and FOB(�k) are(k + 1)-fold exponential.Similarly as in the case of Theorem 14, it su�ces to show the follow-ing two facts:Theorem 17. FOB(�k) is at most (k + 1)-fold exponential.Theorem 18. FO(�k) is at least (k + 1)-fold exponential.The proof of Theorem 17 will be done in Section 3, the proof ofTheorem 18 in Section 4.For the case k = 1, Theorem 17 reproves another result of[AFS97], namely that FOB(�1) is at most 2-fold exponential, i.e.,every FOB(�1)-de�nable function is at most 2-fold exponential(Theorem 12.4), and Theorem 18 answers an open question of thatpaper, whether FOB(�1)-de�nable functions can be more thansingly exponential.For the class of grids, the six claims of Theorem 7 are immedi-ate from Lemma 13 and Theorems 14 and 16. (Claims 3 and 4 areimmediate from claims 5 and 6, respectively.) The �rst four claimsfor the class of graphs or undirected graphs follow by an encodingtechnique [MST98, Corollary 34, Proposition 35]: the class of gridsis \strongly �rst-order reducible" to the class of graphs, which is asu�cient criterion to transfer non-inclusion results like the �rst four



11claims of Theorem 7. The same technique has been used implicitlyin [MT97] and mentioned in [AFS97].The last two claims of Theorem 13 (cf. Remark 6) can also betransferred to the class of graphs, but this requires some extra worknot presented here, especially for the case k = 1. The reason for thesecomplications is the dependency on the de�nition of FO(�k)C of theunderlying class C: when one passes, for instance, from the class C ofgrids to the larger class C0 of all �Grid-structures, the induced logicalequivalence on the class of formulas gets �ner and thus FO(�1)Cneed not be a subset of FO(�1)C0 .3 Adapting the Periodicity Argument toFirst-Order ClosuresThe proof of the upper bound of B(�k)-de�nable functions in [MT97]was, roughly speaking, as follows: To a set L of grids and a �xedheight m � 1 we associate the set of words an over a singletonalphabet fag with (m;n) is the size of a grid in L. We showed in[MT97] that if L is de�nable in �k , then L[m] if recognizable by aunary NFA whose state set size is at most k-fold exponential in m.Finally, one exploits periodicity properties of NFAs.We wish to adapt this technique to the �rst-order closure of alevel of the monadic hierarchy over grids. Suppose we have a FO(�k )-formula 9x18x2'(x1; x2), where ' is in�k . Then we may associate to'(x1; x2) the set of \2-pebbled grids" (i.e., grids with two di�erentlymarked positions) that are models of ' under the assignment givenby the pebbles. If m is, again, a �xed height, we may pass to a wordlanguage L[m] as before. But this time, L[m] will not contain wordsover a singleton alphabet, but words in which all but two positions(corresponding to the columns of the two pebbles) carry the sameletter. Again, L[m] is recognizable by an NFA whose state set size isat most k-fold exponential inm. Since in input words for this NFA allbut two positions carry the same letter, there are similar periodicityproperties as for unary NFA. We will exhibit what happens to theseperiodicity properties when taking the �rst-order quanti�cations ofx1 and x2 into account.



12 3 PERIODICITY AND FIRST-ORDER CLOSURE3.1 PreliminariesConsider the following two functions:De�nition 19. For every m � 1, letF (m) = maxflcmfx1; : : : ; xkg j k � 1;Xi xi = mg;H(m) = 2pm logm:The function F appears in Chrobak's construction ([Chr86]) fora normal form of non-deterministic �nite automata. We will redothis construction in the next subsection.Recall that s0(m) = m and sk+1(m) = 2sk(m) for every m � 1,k � 0. What we need to know about F is:Proposition 20. F (m) and H(m) are s1(m�(1)).Proof. F (m) is �(H(m)). (Much more precise approximations aregiven in [Lan09] and in [Sza80], see also [Chr86]). Besides, H(m) is
(s1(m)) and � s1(m2). Thus H(m) and F (m) are s1(m�(1)).3.2 Automata and Periodicity wrt. a Certain LetterLet alphabet � be an alphabet and a 2 � be some letter. The setof all words over � is denoted ��.Let n; p � 1. A language L � �� is periodic (with threshold n,period p, wrt. a) i� for every u; v 2 ��: uanv 2 L () uan+pv 2 L.By (p; n)-periodic we mean \periodic with threshold n and periodp". The explicit mentioning of a will be dropped if it is clear fromthe context.A set N � N will be called (p; n)-periodic i� fan j n 2 Ng is(p; n)-periodic, i.e., if n0 2 N $ n0 + p 2 N for every n0 � n.Remark 21. Every (p; n)-periodic language is (p0; n0)-periodic for ev-ery multiple p0 of p and every n0 � n. Every boolean combination of(p; n)-periodic languages is (p; n)-periodic.If N � N is (p; n)-periodic, and n0 � n, then fk j k + n0 2 Ng is(p; 0)-periodic.



3.2 Automata and Periodicity wrt. a Certain Letter 13De�nition 22 ([Chr86]). Let A be a unary NFA, i.e. with single-ton input alphabet. By the words \path", \cycle", \strongly connectedcomponent" etc. we refer to the graph structure of A. Let p be thenumber of states of cycles and n be the number of states not oncycles. Then S(A) = (p; n).Remark 23. A language L � fag� is (p; n)-periodic i� there is a DFAA with S(A) = (p; n) that recognizes L.The following theorem has been used in [MT97]. We mention ithere though we will have to prove a stronger version of it.Theorem 24. ([Chr86, Lemma 4.3,Theorem 4.4]) Every unaryNFA with n-states is equivalent to an NFA A with S(A) � (n;O(n2))such that no state on a cycle has more than one successor.Every unary NFA with n-states is equivalent to a DFA withO(F (n)) states.As explained in the introduction of this section, we have to inves-tigate periodicity properties for NFAs whose input consists of wordsmost of whose letters are identical. Our aim is to show that whensuch an NFA reads an input, then in the \gaps" between the des-ignated positions it behaves very much like a unary NFA. This isstated in Lemma 26, which is prepared by the following de�nition.De�nition 25. Let a 2 �. Let A = (Q;�; q0;�; F ) and A0 =(Q0; fag; q00;�0; ;) be NFAs. Then A0 simulates A wrt. a i� thereis a family (Fq;q0)q;q02Q of subsets of Q0 such that8k � 0 : A : q ak�! q0 () A0 : q00 ak�! Fq;q0:Lemma 26. Let A be an NFA with n states and a be a letter fromits input alphabet. Then there is p � n and a unary NFA A0 withS(A0) = (p; (n + 1)2) such that A0 simulates A wrt. a and no stateof A0 on a cycle has more than one successor.This a slight modi�cation of the �rst statement of Theorem 24.The proof is almost the same as for [Chr86, Lemma 4.3]. The essential



14 3 PERIODICITY AND FIRST-ORDER CLOSUREobservation is that the transition structure of the NFA constructedthere does not depend on the initial and �nal state, so it can becarried out uniformly for all pairs of initial/�nal state. The originalproof, too, gives these accurate bounds on the numbers of states(rather than the asymptotic ones stated in [Chr86, Lemma 4.3]).The proof of Lemma 26 depends on the following number the-oretic fact, which is stated in [Chr86] and follows from results of[Bra42,Liu64].Lemma 27. Let a1; : : : ; ak 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Let X = fPki=1 aixi jx1; : : : ; xk � 0g.Then X \ fx j x � n2g is an arithmetic progression with periodgcdfa1; : : : ; akg. In particular, X is (gcdfa1; : : : ; akg; n2)-periodic.Proof (of Lemma 26, cf. [Chr86]). Since the transitions with la-bels di�erent from a are of no concern, we may assume that A =(Q; fag; q0;�; F ).Let T1; : : : ; Tk be the SCCs of A. For every i � k let yi bethe greatest common divisor of the length of all cycles of Ti. Letm = n2 + n.Choose A0 = (Q0; fag; 0;�0; ;), where{ Q0 = f0; : : : ;m � 1g [Si�k(fig � f0; : : : ; yi � 1g),{ �0 = f(i; a; i+ 1) j 0 � i < m � 1g[ f((i; j); a; (i; (j + 1) mod yi)) j i � k ^ j < yig[ f(m � 1; a; (i; 0)) j i � kgThen on has{ for every x < m, A0 : 0 ax�! q i� q = x, and{ for every x � m, A0 : 0 ax�! (i; s) i� s = ((x �m) mod yi).The number of states on cycles is p :=Pi yi �Pi jTij = jSi Tij � n,and the number of states that are not on cycles is m = n2 + n <(n+ 1)2.We wish to show that A0 simulates A wrt. a.Let q; q0 2 Q. Choose Fq;q0 = fx < m j A : q ax�! q0g [ f(i; x) 2Q j A : q ax+m�! q0g.



3.2 Automata and Periodicity wrt. a Certain Letter 15For q; q0 2 Q, a (q; q0)-superpath is a sequence of the form� = P1D1P2D2 : : : PtDtPt+1where{ D1; : : : ; Dt are SCCs of A,{ P1; : : : ; Pt+1 are paths in A whose inner points do not belong toSCCs,{ the �rst vertex of P1 is q, the last vertex of Pt+1 is q0,{ for every i, the last vertex of Pi belongs to Di,{ for every i, the �rst vertex of Pi belongs to Di�1.For every superpath �, let L� = fx j x is the length of a path in�g.For every SCC D of A let�q;q0(D) be the set of (q; q0)-superpaths� such that D is the last SCC of �.Let � 2 �q;q0(Ti) and let a1; : : : ; al be the length of cycles (in theSCCs) of �. Then L� = fPi aixi j xi � 0g is (gcdfa1; : : : ; alg; n2)-periodic and hence (because gcdfa1; : : : ; alg j yi) also (yi; n2)-periodic. Thus fx � 0 j x + m 2 L�g is (yi; 0)-periodic for everyi � k, � 2 �q;q0(Ti).For every x 2 f0; : : : ;m � 1g obviously A0 : 0 ax�! Fq;q0 i� A :q ax�! q0.If x � m, then for every i � k, � 2 �q;q0(Ti) one has x 2 L� i�x�m 2 fx0 � 0 j x0+m 2 L�g i� (because that set is (yi; 0)-periodic)((x �m) mod yi) 2 L�Thus for every x � m, one has A : q ax�! q0 i� 9i � k : x 2S�2�q;q0 (Ti)L� i� 9i � k : ((x � m) mod yi) 2 L� i� A0 : 0 ax�!Fq;q0 .This completes the proof.An automaton whose transition structure is like in the above proofis often called \in Chrobak Normal Form".Corollary 28. Let A be an NFA with n states. Then there is p �F (n) such that for all states q; q0 of A,A : q a(n+1)2�! q0 () A : q a(n+1)2+p�! q0:



16 3 PERIODICITY AND FIRST-ORDER CLOSUREProof. Let A = (Q;�; q0;�; F ) be an NFA that recognizes the lan-guage L, where jQj = n. By Lemma 26 there is an NFA A0 =(Q0; fag; q00;�; ;) and p0 � n with S(A0) = (p0; (n+1)2) such that nostate on a cycle of A0 has more than one successor and A0 simulatesA wrt. a. Choose a family (Fq;q0)q;q02Q of subsets of Q0 according toDe�nition 25, i.e.,8k � 0 : A : q ak! q0 () A0 : q00 ak! Fq;q0:Let p be the least common multiple of the length of cycles in A0.Since the cycles in A0 have pairwise disjoint state sets, p � F (p0) �F (n). Every path through A0 of length greater (n+1)2 passes a stateon a cycle. This implies the claim.Theorem 29. Let a 2 �. For every language L � �� that is recog-nized by an NFA with n states, there is a p � F (n) such that L is(p; (n+ 1)2)-periodic wrt. a.Proof. Let A be an NFA with n states that recognizes L. Choose p �F (n) according to Corollary 28. Then ua(n+1)2v 2 L i� 9q1; q2 2 Q9q3 2 F : q0 u! q1 a(n+1)2! q2 v! q3 i� 9q1; q2 2 Q 9q3 2 F : q0 u!q1 a(n+1)2+p! q2 v! q3 i� ua(n+1)2+pv 2 LThe following corollary strengthens the second claim of Theo-rem 24.Corollary 30. Let A be a unary NFA with n-states. Then there isa p � F (n) and a DFA A0 with S(A0) = (p; (n + 1)2) that simulatesA.Proof. The claim follows from Theorem 29 and Remark 23 .The following de�nition mimics the e�ect of �rst-order quanti�-cations on the level of formal languages.De�nition 31. Let �;�0 be alphabets, �0; �1 � � � �0, where�0 is a total, injective function. The relation R(�0;�1) associated to



3.2 Automata and Periodicity wrt. a Certain Letter 17(�0; �1) is given by f((a1; : : : ; an); (a01; : : : ; a0n)) j 9i((ai; a0i) 2 �1 ^8j 6= i((aj; a0j) 2 �0))g: Let R = R(�0;�1).hRiL := fw 2 �� j 9w0 2 �0� : (w;w0) 2 R ^ w0 2 Lg;[R]L := fw 2 �� j 8w0 2 �0� : (w;w0) 2 R! w0 2 Lg:Lemma 32. Let �;�0 be alphabets, �0; �1 � � ��1 and �0 total,functional and injective, (a; a0) 2 �0. Let R = R(�0;�1).Let L � �0� be (p; n)-periodic wrt. a0.Then hRiL and [R]L are (p; 2n+ p)-periodic wrt. a.Proof. Since �� n ([R]L) = hRi(�0� n L) and a language is (p; n)-periodic i� its complement is, it su�ces to show that hRiL is (p;2n+ p)-periodic.We have to show that ua2n+pv 2 hRiL () ua2n+2pv 2 hRiLfor every u; v 2 ��.So let ua2n+pv 2 hRiL. Then there are u0; x0; v0 2 �0� such thatjuj = ju0j, jvj = jv0j, and jx0j = 2n+ p such that ua2n+pv R u0x0v0 2L. If x0 = a02n+p, then ua2n+2pv R u0a02n+2pv0 2 L because L is(p; n)-periodic.If x0 = a0ia1a0j for some a1 with (a; a1) 2 �1 and i+j+1 = 2n+p,then either i � n or j � n. Assume that i � n (the other case isanalogous). Then ua2n+2pv R u0a0i+pa1a0jv0 2 L.So in every case ua2n+2pv 2 hRiL.Conversely, let ua2n+2pv 2 hRiL. There are u0; v0; x0 2 �0 withjuj = ju0j, jvj = jv0j, and jx0j = 2n+ 2p and ua2n+2pv R u0x0v0 2 L.If x0 = a02n+2p, then ua2n+pv R u0a02n+pv0 2 L as before.If x0 = a0ia1a0j for some a1 with (a; a1) 2 �1 and i + j + 1 =2n + 2p, then either i � n+ p or j � n+ p. Assume that i � n+ p(the other case is analogous). Then ua2n+pv R u0a0i�pa1a0jv0 2 L.So in every case ua2n+pv 2 hRiL. This completes the proof ofLemma 32.A technicality of the above proof is similar to an idea that isimplicit in the proof of [AFS97, Lemma 12.6].



18 3 PERIODICITY AND FIRST-ORDER CLOSURE3.3 From Words to GridsThe following de�nition is, again, similar to [MT97,MST98] and per-forms a link to automata theory. The idea is to associate a word toevery (t; r)-grid such that each letter of the word corresponds toa column of the (t; r)-grid and encodes this column's \colour" and\pebbles".De�nition 33. Let R be a (t; r)-grid of size (m;n). Then the col-umn word of R is a word of length n over alphabet (f0; 1gt+r)mde�ned as colR = 0@ a11...am11A � � �0@ a1n...amn1A ;where, for (i; j) 2 [m] � [n], the word aij = a1ij : : : atijat+1ij : : : at+rijover f0; 1g is such that{ asij = 1 i� (i; j) 2 XRs for all s � t,{ asij = 1 i� (i; j) = xRs�t for all t+ 1 � s � t+ r.For a class of (t; r)-grids L and m � 1, the height-m fragment of Lis given by L[m] = fcolR j R is of height m and R 2 Lg.In [MT97] the following is shown:Theorem 34. Let k � 1, t � 0, and '(X1; : : : ;Xt) be a �k -formulaover �Grid. There exists c � 1 such that for every m � 1 thereis an NFA with sk�1(cm) states that recognizes the word languageModt;0(')[m] over (f0; 1gt)m.In order to adapt this result to �rst-order/boolean closures, weobserve that, informally, we may replace free �rst-order variables bysecond-order variables, so that we get the following:Corollary 35. Let k � 1, r � 0, and '(x1; : : : ; xr) be a �k -formulaover �Grid. There is a c � 1 such that for every m � 1 thereis an NFA with sk�1(cm) states that recognizes the word languageMod0;r(')[m] over (f0; 1gr)m.



3.3 From Words to Grids 19The proof of this corollary is immediate when we have the fol-lowing lemma:Lemma 36. For every �k -formula '(x1; : : : ; xr) there is �k -formula '0(X1; : : : ;Xr) withModr;0('0) = f(R; fu1g; : : : ; furg) j (R; u1; : : : ; ur) 2 Mod0;r(')g;In particular, Modr;0('0)[m] = Mod0;r(')[m] for every m.Proof. Consider the �rst-order formula sing(X) = 9x8y(X(y) $x = y) that says that the set X is a singleton. Using this formula,we can construct a formula '0(X1; : : : ;Xr), namely '0 results from' by building the conjunction of the formula Vsi=1 sing(Xi) with aformula that results from ' by replacing atomic formulas accordingto the following rules:{ Y (xs) is replaced with 8x(Xs(x) ! Y (x)) for every monadicsecond-order variable Y ;{ x2 = y is replaced with 8x(Xs(x) $ x = y) for every s � r andevery �rst-order variable y not among fx1; : : : ; xrg.{ xs = xs0 is replaced with 8x(Xs(x)$ Xs0(x)) for every s; s0 � r;{ Si(xs; xs0) is replaced with 8x8y(Xs(x) ^Xs0(y)! Si(x; y)) forevery s; s0 � r and i 2 f1; 2g.The next lemma states that, informally, the operators hRi and[R] of De�nition 31 relate to the height-m fragment the same waythat existential and universal �rst-order quanti�cations relate to theset of models.Lemma 37. Let � = (f0; 1gr)m and �0 = (f0; 1gr+1)m and�0 = 8<:0@0@ a1...am1A ;0@ a10...am01A1A������ ai 2 f0; 1gr9=;�1 = 8<:0@0@ a1...am1A ;0@ a1b1...ambm1A1A������ ai 2 f0; 1gr; b1 : : : bm 2 0�10�9=;



20 3 PERIODICITY AND FIRST-ORDER CLOSURELet R = R(�0;�1), '(x1; : : : ; xr) be a �rst-order formula and m � 1.Then Mod0;r(9xr+1')[m] = hRi(Mod0;r+1(')[m])Mod0;r(8xr+1')[m] = [R](Mod0;r+1(')[m])Proof. Let w = 0@ a11...am11A � � �0@ a1n...amn1A(where aij 2 f0; 1gr) be in Mod0;r(9xr+1')[m].Then there exists (0; r)-grid A = ([m]� [n]; x1; : : : ; xr) such thatA j= 9xr+1'. Thus there is xr+1 = (̂i; ĵ) 2 [m]� [n] with A; (i; j) j='. Choose a0ij = �aij0 if (i; j) 2 [m]� [n] n f(̂i; ĵ)gaij1 if (i; j) = (̂i; ĵ)Thenw =0@ a11...am11A � � �0@ a1n...amn1A R 0@ a011...a0m11A � � �0@ a01n...a0mn1A2 Mod0;r(')[m];thus w 2 hRi(Mod0;r+1(')[m]). The converse direction is shown sim-ilarly, and the second claim is valid by duality. This completes theproof.Now we can combine Corollary 35, Corollary 28, and the preced-ing lemma to get the following.Lemma 38. Let m � 1. For every r � 0 and every Q1; : : : ; Qr 2f9;8g, if '(x1; : : : ; xr) is a formula such that Mod0;r(')[m] is(p; n)-periodic, then Mod0;0(Q1x1 : : :Qrxr')[m] is (p; 2r(n+p)�p)-periodic.



3.3 From Words to Grids 21Proof. Induction on r. The case r = 0 is trivial because 20(n+ p)�p = n. So assume the claimed implication is true for some r. LetQ1; : : : ; Qr+1 2 f9;8g and '(x1; : : : ; xr+1) be a formula such thatMod0;r+1(')[m] is (p; n)-periodic.Assume that Qr+1 = 9. (The other case is dual.) Let R beas in the preceding lemma. By induction Mod0;r(9xr+1')[m]) is(p; 2r(n + p) � p)-periodic. By Lemma 32 , Mod0;r+1(')[m] =hRi(Mod0;r(9xr+1')[m]) is (p; 2 � (2r(n + p) � p) + p)-periodic, i.e.(p; 2r+1(n+ p) � p)-periodic. This completes the induction.Lemma 39. Let k; r � 0 and '(x1; : : : ; xr) be a B(�k )-formula,and Q1; : : : ; Qr 2 f9;8g. Then there is some d � 0 and some p �F (sk(dm)) such that for every m � 1,Mod0;0(Q1x1 : : :Qrxr')[m]is (p; sk+1(dm))-periodic.Proof. Assume that '(x1; : : : ; xr) is a boolean combination of the�k -formulas '1; : : : ; 'j. By Corollary 35, for every i � j there issome constant ci such that for every m � 1 there is a sk(cmi )-stateNFA that recognizes language Mod0;r('i)[m].Choose c := maxfc1; : : : ; cjg and d such that 2r((sk(cm))2j +F (sk(cm))) � sk+1(dm) for every m.Let m � 1. For every i, let Ai = (Qi; �; q0;i;�i; Fi) be an NFAwith sk(cm) states that recognizes Mod0;r('i)[m]. Build the usual\cross-product automaton"A = (Q1�: : :�Qj ; �; (q01; : : : ; q0j);�; ;)with state set of size (sk(cm))j =: n. Choose p � F (n) according toCorollary 28, i.e. such that for every q; q0 2 Q:A : q a(n+1)2�! q0 () A : q a(n+1)2+p�! q0Then Mod0;r(')[m] is (p; (n + 1)2)-periodic. By Lemma 38, the setMod0;0(Q1x1 : : :Qrxr')[m] is (p; (2r((n + 1)2 + p)))-periodic. Theclaim follows by choice of d.Now we can prove Theorem 17.



22 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONSProof (of Theorem 17). Let f : N ! N be de�nable by a FOB(�k)-sentence  . By Remark 5, we may assume that  is of the formQ1x1 : : :Qrxr', where r � 0 and ' is a B(�k)-formula.For every m � 1, we have fan j f(m) = ng = Lf [m] =Mod0;0( )[m], where a is the element of (f0gr)m.Choose p; d as in the above lemma, i.e., such that for all m theset ff(m)g is (p; sk+1(dm)))-periodic. Then this implies that f(m) �sk+1(dm) for all m.Thus we have shown that FOB(�k) is sk+1(O(m)). This com-pletes the proof of Theorem 17.4 De�nability of Fast Growing FunctionsIn this section we will prove Theorem 18, i.e., we will construct aFO(�k)-formula that de�nes a (k + 1)-fold exponential function.Unfortunately, we have to redo much of Schweikardt's proof([Sch97]) of the fact that �k is at least k-fold exponential, but withwith very slight modi�cations. In order to keep this as readable aspossible, we keep closely to Schweikardt's notation.1Some de�nitions and ideas of Schweikardt's proof can themselvesbe found similarly in [MT97]. However, we do need Schweikardt'stricks that allow to verify the tight bounds on the number of monadicquanti�er alternations.4.1 The Fast Growing FunctionsWe will be concerned with the following functions.De�nition 40. For every m � 1, let G(m) = lcmfm;m + 1; : : : ;2m � 1g:Let f1(m) := 2m, fk+1(m) := fk(m)2fk(m) for m; k � 1. Letgk(m) = G(fk(m)) for every k;m � 1.Recall that s0(m) = m and sk+1(m) = 2sk(m) for every m � 1,k � 0.1 I even copied some of Schweikardt's LATEX source code.



4.2 Some Preparation for the Formulas 23Proposition 41. 1. G(m) is s1(
(m)).2. G(m) is s1(m�(1)).3. fk is sk(
(m)).4. gk is sk+1(
(m)).Proof. For the �rst claim, let m � 1. Let p1; : : : ; pk be the distinctprime numbers < m, and p = Qi pi, and li = maxfl j pli < mg for ev-ery i � k. Then lcmf1; : : : ;m� 1g = Qi plii = 1p Qi pli+1i � mkp . Onthe other hand, lcmf1; : : : ;m� 1g � Qi pi = p. Thus (lcmf1; : : : ;m � 1g)2 � p � mkp = mk.k is
 (m=logm), thusG(m) = lcmfm; : : : ; 2m�1g � lcmf1; : : : ;m � 1g � mk=2 is m
(m= logm) = 2
(m).Concerning the second claim, we have that G(m) = lcmf1; : : : ;2m � 1g � F (P2m�1i=1 i) is (by Proposition 20) F (O(m2)) � s1(mO(1)),which, together with the �rst claim, implies the second.The third claim is immediate from the de�nitions of fk and sk.By the �rst claim, gk(m) = G(fk(m)) isG(sk(
(m)) = sk+1(
(m)),i.e. the last claim.In [Sch97], Schweikardt shows that fk is �k -de�nable. We will showthat gk is FO(�k)-de�nable.4.2 Some Preparation for the FormulasLet m;n � 1. A rectangle section of [m] � [n] is a set of the form[m] � [i; j] for some 1 � i � j � n. The width of that rectanglesection is j � i+ 1.We may consider the restriction of the (t; r)-grid with domain[m] � [n] to a rectangle section Z � [m] � [n], which is de�ned asusual and is again a grid2.2 Strictly speaking, we run into troubles here because we required thedomain of a grid to be of the form [m] � [n] for some n, in particular(1; 1) is in the domain of any grid. However, this requirement was onlymade for notational convenience. The restriction of a grid to a rectanglesection is at least isomorphic to a grid.



24 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONSx0 x1 x2 x00| {z }W0| {z }W1m6? i� -
Fig. 1. A Twin Block with O�set iLetX � [1]�[n]. A position (1; j0) 2 [1]�[n] is theX-successor ofa position (1; j) 2 [1]�[n] i� j � j0 and (f1g�[j + 1; j0 � 1])\X = ;and (1; j); (1; j0) 2 X.A triple (Z0; Z1; Z2) of subsets of f1g � [n] is a shu�e triple (in[m]� [n]) i� (1; 1) 2 Z0 and whenever x0 is the (Z0 [ Z1 [ Z2)-successor of x we have x 2 Zl () x0 2 Zl+1, (index modulo 3).Note that e.g. Z0 = Z1 = Z2 is not forbidden.A shu�e triple (Z0; Z1; Z2) is complete i� the right-most elementof Z0 [ Z1 [ Z2 is in Z2.In the following, let (Z0; Z1; Z2) be a shu�e triple.A twin (of (Z0; Z1; Z2)) is a pair (x0; x1), where x0 2 Z0, x1 2Z1, and x1 is the (Z0 [ Z1)-successor of x0. The o�set of a pair((1; i); (1; j)) is the di�erence j � i.A shu�e triple is equidistant if every twin has the same o�set.If x = (1; i) 2 Zl (where l 2 f0; 1; 2g) and j 2 [i+ 1; n] is maximalwith [i+ 1; j] \ Zl+2 = ; (index modulo 3), then [m] � [i; j] is therectangle section spanned by x (wrt. (Z0; Z1; Z2)).A �rst block (respectively second block) of (Z0; Z1; Z2) is a rect-angle section that is spanned by some element of Z0 (respectively ofZ1).Figure 1 shows a rectangle section of some grid and illustratesthese de�nitions: If (Z0; Z1; Z2) is a shu�e triple and x0; x00 2 Z0,



4.3 Counting in Grids 25x1 2 Z1, and x2 2 Z2, then (x0; x1) is a twin with o�set i. Therectangle sectionW0 (respectivelyW1) is a �rst (respectively second)block.How to Read Formulas. All formulas will be in the �xed signature�Grid = fS1; S2g.Let X1;X2; : : : be monadic second-order variables. We write Xkfor the variable tuple (X1; : : : ;Xk). We allow ourselves to mix syntaxand semantics when we talk about variables and their values, as wealready did in Example 1. For example, we may say \the formula'(x; y) asserts for a position x in the �rst column that y is in thesecond column" and mean that for every m;n � 1 and every u; v 2[m] � [n] with u 2 [m] � f1g we have [m]� [n] j= '[u; v] i� v 2[m]� f2g.When '(Xt; xr) is some formula we often need the formularel-'(Xt; xr; Z) that results from ' by relativization of �rst-orderquanti�cations to the (fresh) variable Z, i.e., by replacing everyexistential �rst-order quanti�cation 9y(: : : ) with 9y(Zx ^ : : : ) andevery universal �rst-order quanti�cation 8y(: : : ) with 8y(Zx! : : : ).When R is some (t; r)-grid and Z is some rectangle section of domR,then rel-'(Xt; xr; Z) asserts for the restriction of the R to Z thesame as '(Xt; xr) asserts for R.4.3 Counting in GridsThe key idea for the de�nition of fast growing function is to establishsome counting mechanism is grids. This idea has �rst been presentedin [MT97], then improved in [Sch97], and will now be developedfurther. We start with some de�nitions that clarify this mechanism.The following de�nitions are from [Sch97,MST98].De�nition 42 (f-Marking and f-Numbering). Let m;n � 1.Let Y � [m] � [n] and let the characteristic m�n-matrix (cij) of Ybe de�ned as follows.cij = �1 if (i; j) 2 Y0 if (i; j) 62 Y for every (i; j) 2 [m]� [n].



26 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONSWe call Y a column numbering i� the string c1j : : : cmj is the binaryrepresentation of j � 1 for every j � m. A column numbering Y iscomplete i� 2m j n, otherwise incomplete.If j; l � n with j + l � 1 � n, and x = (1; j) 2 [m] � [n], thenlet us write Y (x; l) for c1;j : : : c1;j+l�1, i.e. the sequence of length lstarting in x in the characteristic matrix of Y .We call Y a f-numbering i� n is a multiple of f(m)2f(m)and Y � f1g � [n] and Y ((1; if(m) + 1); f(m)) (= c1;if(m)+1 : : :c1;(i+1)f(m)) is the binary representation of i for every i � nf(m) .An f-numbering Y is complete i� n is a multiple of f(m)2f(m).We call Y an f-marking i� n is a multiple of f(m), Y � f1g�[n],and Y ((1; if(m) + 1); f(m)) 2 10� for every i � nf(m).In contrast to [Sch97,MST98] we need notions of f-marking andf-numbering that are relativized to some rectangle section, so weproceed with the following de�nition.De�nition 43 (Relativized f-Marking and f-Numbering).Let m;n � 1. Let Y � [m]� [n] and let Z = [m]� [i; j] be a rectan-gle section. We call Y a complete column numbering (a completef-numbering, or an f-marking, respectively) on Z i� Y is a com-plete column numbering (a complete f-numbering, or an f-marking,respectively) for the restriction of [m]� [n] to Z.Let k � 0. Let C;X1; : : : ;Xk; Y1; : : : ; Yk�1 � [m] � [n]. Then(C;Xk; Y k�1) is a complete k-marking/numbering on Z i�{ C is a complete column numbering on Z,{ Xl is an fl-marking on Z for every l � k,{ Yl is a complete fl-numbering on Z for every l � k � 1, and{ Xk \ Z = f(1; i)g.Let j � 0. Then (C;Xj; Y j) is an incomplete j-marking/numbe-ring on Z i�{ C is a column-numbering, and C is complete i� j � 1.{ Xi is an fi-marking for all i 2 f1; : : : ; jg,{ Yi is a complete fi-numbering for all i 2 f1; : : : ; j � 1g,{ if j � 1, then Yj is an incomplete fj-numbering.



4.3 Counting in Grids 27De�nition 44. Let (Xk;X 0k; Z2) be a shu�e triple in a grid [m]� [n]and (x; x0) be a twin.Let T = (C;Xk; Y k�1; C0;X 0k; Y 0k�1; D;D0) be a tuple of subsetsof [m]� [n]. T is a complete k-twin numbering i�1. (Xk;X 0k; Z2) is a complete shu�e triple,2. (C;Xk; Y k�1) is a complete k-marking/numbering on every �rstblock of (Xk;X 0k; Z2),3. (C0;X 0k; Y 0k�1) is a complete k-marking/numbering on everysecond block of (Xk;X 0k; Z2),4. D (respectively D0) is the union of all �rst (respectively second)blocks of (Xk;X 0k; Z2).T is a twin numbering fragment i� Xk contains only one element(which is hence (1; 1)), D is the rectangle spanned by (1; 1), andeither1. there is an x0 2 X 0k, the rectangle section spanned by x0 is inD0, and (C;Xk; Y k�1) is a complete k-marking/numbering onD, and (C0;X 0k; Y 0k�1) is an incomplete k-marking/numberingon D0; or2. X 0k = ; (and hence also Z2 = ;), and (C;Xk; Y k�1) is an in-complete k-marking/numbering on D.T is an incomplete k-twin numbering i� there is an n0 < n suchthat T is a complete k-twin numbering on [m]� [n0] and T is a twinnumbering fragment on [m]� [n0 + 1; n].A (complete or incomplete) k-twin numbering T as above is calledequidistant with o�set i i� all twins of (Xk;X 0k; Z2) have the sameo�set i.The following proposition is important.Proposition 45. An equidistant complete (respectively incomplete)k-twin numbering with o�set i exists i� fk(m) + i j n (respectively(fk�1(m) j n) ^ (fk(m) - n)).Here and in the following we extend the family (fk) of functions byf0(m) := 1 for all m � 1.



28 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONSProof (of Proposition 45). For the proof we note that for an equidis-tant k-twin numbering with o�set i, the distance between successiveXk-positions is i+ fk(m). Besides, there is a k-twin numbering witho�set i for every grid [m]� [n] and every i < fk(m) (in fact it isunique) and it is complete i� fk(m) + i j n.This k-twin numbering for a grid [m]� [n] can be found like this:Let t = bn=(i+ fk(m))c. LetXk = fj(fk(m) + i) + 1 j j � tgX 0k = 8>><>>: fj(fk(m) + i) + i+ 1 j j � tgif (t� 1)(fk(m) + i) + fk(m) � n;fj(fk(m) + i) + i+ 1 j j < tgif (t� 1)(fk(m) + i) + fk(m) > n;Z2 = 8>><>>: fj(fk(m) + i) + fk(m) + 1 j j � tgif (t� 1)(fk(m) + i) + fk(m) + 1 � n;fj(fk(m) + i) + fk(m) + 1 j j < tgif (t� 1)(fk(m) + i) + fk(m) + 1 > n:Then (Xk;X 0k; Z2) is a shu�e triple. The remaining components ofthe k-twin numbering are obvious: D (respectively D0) becomes theunion of all �rst (respectively second) blocks of that shu�e triple,and (C;Xk; Y k�1) (respectively (C0;X 0k; Y 0k�1)) becomes the com-plete k-marking/numbering of all �rst (respectively second) blocksof (Xk;X 0k; Z2), except maybe for the very last one, where the j-marking/numbering is complete for the highest possible j � k.The above proposition provides a way how to express with anexistential formula that the length of a grid is or is not a multipleof fk(m) + i. We are going to put that formal in Lemma 56. For thestart, we need some simple �1-formulas.Lemma 46. There are �1-formulas compl-shu�e(Z0; Z1; Z2),rect(D), rectangle(Z; x; y), twin(Z0; Z1; x0; x1), Block(X;x; y), �rst-blocks(Z0; Z1; Z2; D), second-blocks(Z0; Z1; Z2; D) such that:{ shu�e(Z0; Z1; Z2) asserts that (Z0; Z1; Z2) is a shu�e triple.{ compl-shu�e(Z0; Z1; Z2) asserts that (Z0; Z1; Z2) is a completeshu�e triple.



4.3 Counting in Grids 29{ rect(D) asserts that D is a rectangle section.{ rectangle(Z; x; y) asserts that there are i; j such that x = (1; i)and y = (1; j) with i � j and Z = [1; n] � [i; j], i.e., that Z isthe smallest rectangle section that contains both of the top rowpositions x and y.{ twin(Z0; Z1; x0; x1) asserts for a shu�e triple (Z0; Z1; Z2) that(x0; x1) is a twin.{ Block(X;x; y) asserts for two positions x; y in the top row thaty 2 Block(X;x).{ �rst-blocks(Z0; Z1; Z2; D) asserts for a shu�e triple (Z0; Z1; Z2)that D is the union of all �rst blocks of (Z0; Z1; Z2).{ second-blocks(Z0; Z1; Z2; D) asserts for a shu�e triple (Z0; Z1;Z2) that D is the union of all second blocks of (Z0; Z1; Z2).For the proof we note that it is not di�cult to write down suchformulas. However, I encourage the reader familiar with the notionof \recognizability of picture languages" to deduce this from therecognizability to certain picture (or even string-) languages.For example, the existence of a �1-formula compl-shu�e can bededuced from the fact that L = (a�ba�ca�d)�a� [ (a�e)�a� (witha = (0; 0; 0)>, b = (1; 0; 0)>, c = (0; 1; 0)>, d = (0; 0; 1)>, ande = (1; 1; 1)>) is a recognizable string language. Therefore, the \pic-ture language" containing all matrices whose top row is in L is recog-nizable. Hence (by [GRST96]) the corresponding set of (3; 0)-grids,which is exactly Mod3;0(compl-shu�e), is de�nable in �1.Lemma 47. There is a �1-formula equal-col-num(C; x; y) that as-serts for two top row positions x, y that the C-colouring in the twocolumns of x and y are equal.Proof. Let col-closed(X) = 8x; x0(S1xx0 ! (Xx $ Xx0)) be a�rst-order formula that asserts that X is a union of columns. Letrow-closed(X) be a similar �rst-order formula that asserts that X isa union of rows.We write \X\top = fxg" as a short-hand for a �rst-order formulathat asserts that x is the only element of X in the top row, and\Z \X = C \ X" as a shorthand for the formula 8x(Zx ^Xx $



30 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONSCx^Xx). Then the required �1- and �1-formula can be de�ned asfollows.equal-col-num0(C; x; y) =9X;Y; Z�col-closed(X) ^ col-closed(Y ) ^ row-closed(Z)^ (X \ top = fxg) ^ (Y \ top = fyg)^ (Z \X = C \X) ^ (Z \ Y = C \ Y )�equal-col-num00(C; x; y) =8X;Y; Z��col-closed(X) ^ col-closed(Y ) ^ row-closed(Z)^ (X \ top = fxg) ^ (Y \ top = fyg)�! ((Z \X = C \X) ^ (Z \ Y = C \ Y ))�4.4 Formulas Borrowed from SchweikardtIn the following, we sometimes write CXYk (for k � 1) to abbreviatethe variable tuple (C;X1; : : : ;Xk; Y1; : : : ; Yk�1). Remember that Xkis an abbreviation for the tuple (X1; : : : ;Xk).The following is shown implicitly in [Sch97,MST98]Lemma 48. For every k � 1, there is a �k�1-formulacompl-mark-numk(CXYk)that asserts that (C;Xk; Y k�1) is a complete k-marking/numbering.For every k � 0, there is a �k-formulaincompl-mark-numk(C;Xk; Y k)that asserts that (C;Xk; Y k) is an incomplete k-marking/numbering.



4.4 Formulas Borrowed from Schweikardt 31Proof. In Schweikardt's notation ([Sch97,MST98]), these formulasare:compl-mark-numk :=compl-col-num(C) ^ f1-marking(X1; C) ^Vk�1i=1 (compl-fi-num(Yi;Xi; Y i�1) ^marking(Xi+1;Xi; Yi))^ Singleton(Xk));incompl-mark-num0 :=col-num(C) ^ 8x�left(x)! :Cx ^ 9x(right(x) ^ :Cx)�;incompl-mark-numk :=compl-col-num(C) ^ f1-marking(X1; C)^Vk�1i=1 �compl-fi-num(Yi;Xi; Y i�1) ^marking(Xi+1;Xi; Yi)� ^fk-num(Yk;Xk; Y k�1) ^ leftmin(Yk;Xk) ^ :rightmax(Yk;Xk):Remark 49. Let k � 1. For the grid [m]� [n], the sentence{ 9CXYk(compl-mark-numk(CXYk)) asserts that fk(m) j n,{ 9C;X1; : : :Xj; Y1; : : : ; Yj(incompl-mark-numj(C;Xj; Y j)) as-serts that fj�1(m) j n and fj(m) - n.{ 9CXYk �Wkj=0 incompl-mark-numj(C;Xj; Y j)� asserts that fk -n.Note that9CXYk(Singleton(Xk) ^ compl-mark-numk(CXYk))is a �k -formula that de�nes fk, which is Part 1 of the proof of the\lower bound part" of Theorem 14, and9CXYk((compl-mark-numk(CXYk) ^ :Singleton(Xk))_Wk�1j=0 incompl-mark-numj(C;Xj; Y j))is a �k -formula whose negation de�nes fk, which is Part 2 of theproof of \lower bound part" of Theorem 14. (See [Sch97,MST98]).However, we need to redo parts of the proof and to reuse some ofSchweikardt's auxiliary formulas, sometimes relativized to rectanglesections, in order to prove Theorem 18. The crucial point is that inthe presence of a k-marking/numbering, there are �k-formulas thatallow to compare sections of length fk(m).



32 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONS4.5 More FormulasLemma 50. Let k � 1. There is a �k -formularect-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; D)such that:If D is a union of columns, then the formula rect-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; D) asserts that (C;Xk; Y k�1) is a k-marking/-numbering on every maximal rectangle section D0 � D.Proof (of Lemma 50, �rst version). Consider the case k = 1 �rst.Schweikardt's formula compl-mark-num1(C), which is named compl-col-num(C) in [Sch97,MST98], says that every column that has nopredecessor column contains no elements in C, every column that hasno successor column contains no elements not in C, and every twosuccessive columns code successive binary numbers. (Since binarycounting is a local process, compl-col-num(C) is �rst-order.)Let rect-compl-mark-num1(C;D) result from the �rst-order for-mula compl-mark-num1(C) by relativizing �rst-order quanti�cationsto D. An investigation of Schweikardt's proof for the correctness ofcompl-mark-num0(C) shows that this will indeed su�ce.Now let k > 1. Let rel-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; D) result fromcompl-mark-numk(CXYk; D) by relativizing �rst-order quanti�ca-tions to D. If Schweikardt had used our version of the formulaequal-col-num (see Lemmas 47 and 53), the formula rect-compl-mark-numk := rel-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; D) would indeed be a�k�1-formula (and thus a �k -formula) with the required property.The above proof even gives �k�1-formulas, but it requires an in-vestigation of Schweikardt's proofs of [MST98, Lemmas 24,25]. Weavoid this here and give a di�erent proof for Lemma 50 that yields�k -formulas only.Proof (of Lemma 50, second version). The case k = 1 is treated as inthe �rst version of the proof, which even gives a �rst-order formula.So let k > 1.



4.5 More Formulas 33Let maxrect(D0; D) be a �1-formula that asserts for a union ofcolumns D that D0 � D is a maximal rectangle section, i.e.,maxrect(D0; D) =rect(D0) ^ (D0 � D)^ 8x; x0(S2xx0! ((D0x ^ :D0x! Dx ^ :Dx)^ (:D0x ^D0x! :Dx ^Dx))):Let, as before, the�k�1-formula rel-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; D) re-sult from compl-mark-numk(CXYk) by relativizing �rst-order quan-ti�cations to D. Then letrect-compl-mark-numk =8D0(maxrect(D0; D)! rel-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; D0)):Obviously, rect-compl-mark-numk asserts the desired property andis in �k�1 � �k .Lemma 51. There is a �k -formulas smallerk(x) that asserts thatx 2 f1g � [fk(m)]Proof. Letsmallerk(x) := 9CXYk9Z�9y(left(y) ^ rectangle(Z; y; x) ^ Singleton(Xk))^Wkj=0(rect-incompl-mark-numj(CXYj; Z))�;smaller0k(x) := :top(x) _ 9CXYk9Z�9y(left(y) ^ rect(Z) ^ Zy ^ :Zx)^ rect-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; Z)�:Then smallerk(x) (respectively smaller0(x)) is a �k -formula that as-serts that x 2 f1g � [fk(m)] (respectively x 62 f1g � [fk(m)]).The following is a slight modi�cation of [MST98, Lemma 24].Lemma 52 (How to Compare fk-Numbers). For all k � 1there are �k-formulas equalk(x; y; Y;CXYk) and inck(x; y; Y;CXYk)such that over grids the following holds:If there are rectangle sections V;W of [m] � [n] such that(C; Y;Xk; Y k�1) is a k-marking/numbering on V as well as onW , and if x 2 Xk \ V and y 2 Xk \W , then



34 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONS1. equalk(x; y; Y;CXYk) asserts that the blocks Block(Xk; x) andBlock(Xk; y) have the same Y -number, i.e., Y (x; fk(m)) =Y (y; fk(m)), and2. inck(x; y; Y;CXYk) asserts that the Y -number of Block(Xk; y)is one larger than the Y -number of Block(Xk; x), i.e., thatY (y; fk(m)) � Y (x; fk(m)) + 1 (mod 2fk(m)).Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The induction step is the sameas in [Sch97,MST98]. The induction base, however, is a bit di�erent.Let k = 1. Let m;n � 1 and V;W rectangle sections of [m]� [n].Let X1 � [m] � [n] such that X is an f1-marking on V and on W .Furthermore let x 2 X1\V and y 2 X1\W ; and let C be a completecolumn-numbering on V and on W .Then the �1-formula3equal1(x; y; Y; C;X1) :=8x0; y0��(Block(X1; x; x0) ^ Block(X1; y; y0)^ equal-col-num(C; x0; y0)�! (Y x0 $ Y y0)�holds i� Y (x; 2m) = Y (y; 2m).The formula inc1(x; y; C;X1; Y ) can be obtained from Schwei-kardt's version similarly. This completes the induction base and thusthe proof.We will not use the formulas inck here any more. They are justneeded for the induction step carried out in [Sch97,MST98].Now we state a lemma that says that in the presence of a k-marking/numbering of two rectangle sections V and W , we are ableto determine corresponding positions inside V and W by a �k�1-formula.This lemma is the only result that made it necessary to formulateDe�nition 43 and Lemma 52.Lemma 53. Let k � 2. There is a �k�1-formula equal-posk(CXYk;x0; y0) such that the following holds:3 Here we exploit that equal-col-num and Block are in �1 .



4.5 More Formulas 35If x0 = (1; i0), y0 = (1; j0) are in the top row and there are rect-angle sections V , W and x = (1; i) 2 V , y = (1; j) 2 W such that(C;Xk; Y k�1) is a complete k-marking/numbering on V and on Wand Xk \ V = fxg and Xk \ W = fyg, then i � i0 = j � j0 i�equal-posk(C;Xk; Y k�1; x0; y0) holds.Proof. We will use the following fact: Let 1 = m0;m1; : : : ;mk 2 Nwith mi j mi+1 for every i < k. Then b iml c � b jml c (modml+1) forevery l < k i� i � j (modmk).Let equal-posk(CXYk; x0; y0) :=equal-col-num(C; x0; y0) ^Vl<k 8x; y(Block(Xl; x; x0) ^ Block(Xl; y; y0)! equall(x; y; Yl;CXYl))Exploiting that equal-col-num is a �1-formula, we observe thatequal-posk is a �k�1-formula.Let m;n � 1, V;W � [m]� [n], and x0; y0; C;Xk; Y k�1 be chosensuch that all the assumptions hold.Choose i0; j0; i; j � n such that (1; i0) = x0, (1; j0) = y0, (1; i) = x,and (1; j) = y.Since C is a complete column-numbering on V and on W andx and y0 are the leftmost positions in the top row of V and W ,the C-colourings of the columns i0 and j0 are equal i� i � i0 � j �j0 (mod2m).Furthermore, if 1 � l < k, and xl = (1; il) and yl = (1; jl)are the nearest positions in Xl left to x0 and y0, respectively, thenxl and yl are (the only) positions for which Block(Xl; xl; x0) andBlock(Xl; yl; y0) become true, and equall(xl; yl; Yl;CXYl) asserts thatYl(xl; fl(m)) = Yl(xl; fl(m)), which is, because Yl is an fl-numbering,in turn equivalent to b i�i0fl(m)c � b j�j0fl(m)c (mod fl+1(m)).Summing up, we have that equal-posk(C;Xk; Y k�1; x0; y0) assertsthat � i� i0fl(m)� � �j � j0fl(m)� (mod fl+1(m))



36 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONSfor all l 2 f0; : : : ; k�1g, which is equivalent to i�i0 � j�j0 (modfk).Since V \Xk and W \Xk are singletons and Xk is an fk-marking,the length of V and W are fk(m) and thus i � i0; j � j0 � fk(m).Thus equal-posk(CXYk; x0; y0) asserts that i� i0 = j � j0.Lemma 54. Let k � 1. There is a �k -formula equal-o�setk(CXYk;X 0k) such that the following holds: If (Xk;X 0k; Z2) is a shu�e triple,(C;Xk; Y k�1) is a k-marking/numbering on every �rst block of(Xk;X 0k; Z2), then it asserts that x�x0 = y� y0 for all twins (x; x0),(y; y0).Proof. Let us consider the case k = 1 �rst. Letequal-o�set1(C;X1;X 01) := 9X;Z�col-closed(X) ^X \ top = X 01^ row-closed(Z) ^ Z \X = C \X�:equal-o�set1 is a �1-formula.Now let k > 1.equal-o�setk(C;Xk; Y k�1;X 0k) :=8x; x0; y; y��twin(Xk;X 0k; x; x0) ^ twin(Xk;X 0k; y; y0)�! equal-posk(C;Xk; Y k�1; x0; y0)�:Since equal-posk is a �k�1 -formula and twin is a �1-formula,equal-o�setk is a �k�1-formula for every k > 1.Summing up, equal-o�setk it is a �k -formula for every k.Lemma 55. Let k � 1. There are �k -formulascompl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0);incompl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0)that assert that (C;Xk; Y k�1; C0;X0k; Y 0k�1; Z2; D;D0) is a complete(respectively incomplete) k-twin numbering.



4.5 More Formulas 37Proof. compl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0) :=compl-shu�e(Xk;X 0k; Z2)^ �rst-blocks(Xk;X 0k; Z2; D)^ rect-compl-mark-numk(C;Xk; Y k�1; D)^ second-blocks(Xk;X 0k; Z2; D0)^ rect-compl-mark-numk(C0;X0k; Y 0k�1; D0):compl-twin-numbk is a �k -formula.fragment-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0) :=shu�e(Xk;X 0k; Z2) ^ Singleton(Xk) ^�((X 0k 6= ;) ^ �rst-blocks(Xk;X 0k; Z2; D)^ rect-compl-mark-numk(CXYk; D)^ second-blocks(Xk;X 0k; Z2; D0)^ rect-incompl-mark-numk(CXY 0k; D0))_ ((X 0k = ;) ^ incompl-mark-numk(CXYk; D))�:fragment-twin-numbk is a �k -formula.Let rel-fragment-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; Z) resultfrom fragment-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0) by relativizing�rst-order quanti�cations to Z. Let Z be a rectangle section of[m] � [n], then rel-fragment-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; Z)asserts that (C;Xk; Y k�1; C0;X0k; Y 0k�1; Z2; D;D0) is a k-twin num-bering fragment on Z.incompl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; E; F ) :=rect(E) ^ 9x(topleft(x) ^Ex)^ 8x(Ex$ :F (x))^ rel-compl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; E)^ rel-fragment-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; F ):Note that rel-compl-twin-sequence(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; E) ^ rel-fragment-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; F ) implies rel-compl-shu�e(Xk;X 0k; Z2; E) ^ shu�e(Xk;X 0k; Z2), which, if E is the com-plement of F , implies that shu�e(Xk;X 0k; Z2) holds.incompl-twin-numbk is a �k -formula as desired.



38 4 DEFINABILITY OF FAST GROWING FUNCTIONSLemma 56. Let k � 1. There are �k -formulasequi-compl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0);equi-incompl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0)that assert that (C;Xk; Y k�1; C0;X0k; Y 0k�1; Z2; D;D0) is an equidis-tant complete (respectively incomplete) k-twin numbering.Proof. Letequi-compl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0) :=(compl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0)^ equal-o�setk(CXYk;X 0k)):equi-compl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0) is a �k -formula. Itasserts that (C;Xk; Y k�1; C0;X0k; Y 0k�1) is a complete k-twin num-bering on each twin block of the complete shu�e triple (Xk;X 0k; Z2),D (respectively D0) is the union of all �rst (respectively second)blocks of each shu�e triple, and all twin blocks have the same o�-set. Note that if that o�set is j, then the existence of those setsC;Xk; Y k�1; C0;X0k; Y 0k�1; D;D0 is equivalent to f(m) + j j n.The construction of the formula equi-incompl-twin-numbk is sim-ilar: equi-incompl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0) :=incompl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0)^ equal-o�setk(CXYk;X 0k):equi-incompl-twin-numbk(z) is a �k -formula. This completes theproof of Lemma 56.Proof (of Theorem 18). Let rel-equi-compl-twin-numbk (respectivelyrel-equi-incompl-twin-numbk result from equi-compl-twin-numbk (re-spectively equi-incompl-twin-numbk) by relativizing �rst-order quan-



4.5 More Formulas 39ti�cations to the fresh variable Z. Let�k(z; y) :=9CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; Z(9x(left(x) ^ rectangle(Z; x; y) ^X 0kz)^ rel-equi-compl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; Z));�0k(z; y) :=9CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; Z(9x(topleft(x) ^ rectangle(Z; x; y) ^X 0kz)^ rel-equi-incompl-twin-numbk(CXYk;CXY 0k; Z2; D;D0; Z)):�k(z; y) (respectively �0k(z; y)) is a �k -formula that asserts, for z =(1; j) with j � fk(m) and y = (1; i), that (j� 1)+ fk(m) j i (respec-tively that (j � 1) + fk(m) - i).Let �k(z; y) := (top(y) ^ smallerk(z))! �k(z; y);�0k(z; y) := (:top(y) _ :smallerk(z)) ^ �0k(z; y):�k is a �k -formula that asserts that if y; z are positions in the toprow, say y = (1; i) and z = (1; j), and if j � fk(m), then (j � 1) +fk(m) j i.�0k is a �k -formula equivalent to :�k, thus �k is in fact a �k -formula.Let  (y) = top(y) ^ 8z(�k(z; y)):Then  (y) is a FO(�k)-formula that asserts that y is in the toprow, say y = (1; i), and that (gk(m) = ) lcmffk(m); fk(m) + 1; : : : ;2fk(m) � 1g divides i.Let ' = 8y�top(y)! �right(y)$  (y)��:' is in FO(�k) and asserts for a grid [m]� [n] that n is the only i � nwith gk(m) j i, which is equivalent to gk(m) = n. Thus the FO(�k)-formula ' de�nes gk, and gk(m) is sk+1(�(m)). This completes theproof of Theorem 18.



40 5 CONCLUSION5 ConclusionWe have improved the periodicity argument of [MT97] in order toshow that in level k + 2 of the monadic hierarchy over grids thereis a property that is not in the �rst-order/boolean closure of levelk, and that the monadic second-order hierarchy remains strict wheneach level is closed under �rst-order quanti�cations.As in [MT97,Sch97,MST98] we have considered sets of gridswhere the length is a function of the height. Our separation resultsare derived from sharp asymptotic growth rate bounds for thesefunctions. These separations can be transferred from the class ofgrids to the class of graphs by encoding techniques presented in[MT97,MST98].The separation results for the class of grids we have proved inthis paper are displayed in Figure 2.However, some separations are not (yet?) possible using (non-coloured) grids. For example, it is still open whether �1 = �1 forthe class of grids (I conjecture this)|at least, these classes do notdi�er with respect to the rate of growth of functions. In this situation,coloured grids are useful and allow to separate the graph classes �kfrom �k (and thus B(�k) from �k) for every k � 1.In the context of �rst-order closure, we encounter again the phe-nomenon that|with respect to the rate of growth of functions!|�kis already as powerful as the boolean closure of B(�k), so the \growthargument" cannot be used to separate FO(�k) from FOB(�k). I donot know how to separate these classes for coloured grids.The sets of functions f for which Lf is in FO(�k), FOB(�k),�k+1, or B(�k+1), respectively, do not di�er wrt. their asymptoticrate of growth. Except for the trivial inclusions FO(�k) � FOB(�k)and �k+1 � B(�k+1), we do not know anything about the (non-)-inclusions between these classes.We do not even know whether everyfunction de�nable in, say, FO(�k) is already de�nable in B(�k+1).It would be nice to have some inclusion results for the class ofgrids rather than only separation results. For example, I conjecturethat FO(�k) = FOB(�k) and �k = B(�k) for the class of grids.Furthermore, I conjecture that for the class of grids, FOB(�k) ��k+2 for every k.
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